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Most deformation twins in nanocrystalline face-centered cubic (NC fcc) metals are reported to produce zero-macrostrain, which is
attributed to either random activation of partials (RAP) or cooperative slip of three partials (CSTP). Here, we report that when the
RAP mechanism is suppressed, ∼44% twins in NC Cu produced zero-macrostrain via the CSTP mechanism. This indicates that
both RAP and CSTP are major mechanisms to generate zero-macrostrain twins. In addition, our results also indicate that stress state
affects the twinning mechanism in NC fcc metals, and monotonic activation of partials with the same Burgers vector dominates
twin formation under monotonic stress.

Keywords: Twinning Mechanism, Macrostrain, Nanocrystalline fcc Metals, Random Activation of Partials, Cooperative Slip of
Three Partials, Monotonic Activation of Partials

Nanocrystalline (NC) materials deform via mecha-
nisms that are different from their coarse-grained
counterparts.[1,2] For example, deformation twinning
has been frequently observed even in NC face-centered
cubic (fcc) materials that do not deform by twinning
in their coarse-grained counterparts.[2,3] Formation of
twins in NC metals [2,4,5] plays a critical role in their
physical and mechanical properties, such as good elec-
trical conductivity, and excellent resistance to current-
induced diffusion.[6,7] The interactions between twins
and gliding dislocations at twin boundaries (TBs) have
been observed both experimentally [7–14] and by molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations [15–18] to result in
an unusual combination of ultrahigh strength and high
ductility.[7,9,19–24] In NC materials, MD simulations
[25–27] have predicted that single or multiple deforma-
tion twins can be formed by emission of Shockley partial
dislocations on adjacent {111} planes from grain bound-
aries. This formation mechanism has been confirmed later
by abundant experimental evidence.[3,28–34]

One of the most salient features of deformation twins
in NC fcc metals is that most of them produce very little
or even zero macroscopic strain.[23,35–39] A deforma-
tion twin is formed by the slip of multiple partials. While
the slip of an individual partial produces local strain, the
net strain from slips of multiple partials could sum to
zero on a macroscopic scale, producing a deformation
twin with zero-macrostrain. This is in sharp contrast to
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a deformation twin in conventional coarse-grained fcc
metals, which is usually produced by the slip of partials
with the same Burgers vectors and produce a macroscopic
strain. Whether deformation twins in NC metals produce
macroscopic strain may have a significant effect on their
microstructural evolution and mechanical behavior dur-
ing tensile testing. For example, it is known that grain
rotation [40–42] and grain boundary sliding [40] occur
extensively during the deformation of NC metals, which
may lead to grain growth. Deformation twins that do
not produce macroscopic strain will result in a smooth
grain boundary,[23] which will make grain rotation and
grain boundary sliding easier. Therefore, it is of great
importance to understand how the microstructures and
stress conditions affect the formation of twins with zero
macroscopic strain.

Two mechanisms have been proposed for defor-
mation twins with zero macroscopic strain. One is the
random activation of partials (RAP) mechanism by Wu
et al.,[23] in which partial dislocations with different
Burgers vectors are randomly activated. The RAP mech-
anism was proposed to require the change of local stress
orientation with time during deformation, so that the
resolved shear stress on partials with different Burgers
vectors varied with time during the deformation. Grain
rotation and grain boundary sliding were believed to pro-
mote the RAP mechanism. The other mechanism was
proposed by Wang et al. [35–38] and Li et al.,[39] which
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involved the cooperative slip of three partials (CSTP)
with the sum of their Burgers vectors equaling zero,
generating twins with zero-macrostrain. This mechanism
does not require the variation of local stress orientation.
This raises a critical issue: which mechanism plays a
major role in the formation of deformation twins with
zero-macrostrain in NC fcc metals? To complicate this
issue further, monotonic activation of partial (MAP) dis-
locations with the same Burgers vector was also found in
NC fcc metals.[19] Although the MAP twins are in small
percentage, they form under the same stress condition as
the CSTP twins.

To solve this issue, we suppressed the RAP in NC
Cu grains by designing a layer-by-layer microstructure,
to deter the grain rotation and grain boundary sliding of
NC Cu grains during the deformation. In addition, the
nanograins are textured to have their {111} planes paral-
lel to the film surface, and the residual stress is oriented
to have resolved shear stress on one type of partial dis-
locations only. Such a microstructure and stress state not
only suppresses the RAP mechanisms, but also should
promote the CSTP mechanism and the MAP mechanism.
This unique experimental design should be able to clarify
if CSTP or RAP or both mechanisms play a significant
role in the formation of twins with zero-macrostrain. If
most twins still produce a zero-macrostrain when RAP
is suppressed, the CSTP mechanism should be the dom-
inating mechanism. On the other hand, if only a very
small fraction of twins produce zero-macrostrain, the
RAP mechanism is likely the dominating mechanism in
the previous report,[23] and the MAP mechanism should
be dominant mechanism in the current experiment. How-
ever, if the faction of twins that produce zero-macrostrain
is close to, but less than, 50%, both RAP and CSTP
mechanisms should have played significant roles in the
formation of zero-macrostrain twins reported earlier.[23]

Experimental Approach The Cu/Ta multilayer nanos-
tructures were produced using pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) in a multi-target stainless-steel chamber using
a pulsed KrF excimer laser (wavelength 248 nm, pulse
duration 25 × 10−9 s, and repetition rate 10 Hz). The tar-
gets were 4N purity Cu sheet and Ta sheet obtained from
ESPI Metals Inc. The detailed PLD parameters and pro-
cess can be found in our previous publications.[12,43]
Ta layer was introduced in a controlled way to interrupt
the growth of the columnar structure of Cu, and to con-
straint the equi-axed Cu grains. The thicknesses of Cu and
Ta layers were controlled by manipulating the exposure
durations of Cu and Ta targets to the laser beam.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out
using a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Ka radiation
(λ = 0.154 nm). XRD θ–2θ scan patterns were utilized to
determine the out-of-plane orientation and planar spacing

of the Cu films, based on which the in-plane and out-of-
plane strain of Cu films were calculated. Si (400) peaks
were used as the internal reference standard for the esti-
mation of strain. The strains for Si/Cu systems are limited
to regions of the order of 10 nm, close to the Cu/Si inter-
face. Since XRD probes distances of the order of microns,
the Si (400) peaks can provide the internal standard with-
out being affected by interfacial strains. These strains
will contribute slightly to the width of the peak, but the
positions of Si (400) peaks will remain unchanged. The
microstructures of these films were characterized using a
JEOL-2000FX transmission electron microscope (TEM).
Twins in Cu films and NC Cu grains were observed from
the cross-section of the film using a JEOL-2010F high-
resolution TEM (HRTEM), equipped with a Gatan image
filter tuning attachment, which has a point-to-point reso-
lution of 0.18 nm. The sample for TEM observation was
prepared using conventional sample preparation tech-
niques including mechanical polishing, dimpling, and Ar
ion milling by using the Precision Ion Polishing System at
a beam energy of 5 keV, incidence angle of 5◦ during the
initial stage and beam energy of 3 keV, incidence angle of
2◦ during the final stage. The sample for HRTEM obser-
vation was further ion-milled for 15 min at a beam energy
of 3 keV and incidence angle of 1◦.

Texture and Stress State of the Cu Film XRD analy-
sis was used to determine the texture and residual stress
of the Cu films. Figure 1 shows the XRD θ -2θ scan pat-
terns for five different Cu/Ta multilayer films integrated
on Si substrates. Only a single Cu {111} peak appears
in these five patterns, indicating that the NC Cu grains
inside these multilayer films are highly textured with the
{111} planes parallel to the film surface. However, the
position of the {111} peak varies from sample to sample,
suggesting a variation in the spacing of the {111} planes
that are parallel to the surface. Take film 1 as an example,

Figure 1. XRD θ–2θ scan patterns for five different Cu/Ta
multilayer films integrated on Si substrates.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of σxx, σyy , σzz and different
{111} planes of Cu within the multilayer structure.

the Cu {111} peak is measured to be located at the posi-
tion of 2θ = 43.0869◦. According to the Bragg Law (2d
sinθ = λ), the planar spacing of Cu {111} planes parallel
to the surface is calculated to be d// = 2.0977 Å. Conse-
quently, the lattice constant of Cu along the out-of-plane
direction is azz = √

3d// = 3.6333 Å. Since the standard
lattice constant of Cu is 3.610 Å, the out-of-plane strain
εzz of the Cu film can thus be calculated to be 0.6448%
(see Figure 2 for the orientation of coordinates).

According to the generalized relationship between
stress and strain tensors in cubic crystals,[44] the stresses
and strains along different directions are related with
each other.[45] Combine these relationships with the
equation among the out-of-plane strain εzz, in-plane strain
εxx, εyy, and Poisson’s ratio ν, i.e. (εzz/(εxx + εyy) =
−ν/(1 − ν)),[45] we can obtain the in-plane and out-
of-plane stresses in film 1: σxx = σyy = −1.17 GPa, and
σzz = 0 GPa. This routine procedure to calculate in-plane
and out-of-plane stresses in thin films from out-of-plane
strain can also be found in the text.[46] Note that these
values calculated from X-ray data may not be very
accurate and can only be considered qualitative. The
residual stress in thin film heterostructures results from
three sources: lattice mismatch, thermal mismatch, and
defects.[45] Since the Cu films are not epitaxial layers
on Si and the PLD depositions were conducted at room
temperature, thermal and lattice mismatches cannot be
the strain sources for Cu films in this case. Consequently,
the accumulated compressive in-plane stresses within Cu
films are due to defects in the Cu layers or at the Cu/Ta
interfaces.

The orientations of σxx, σyy, σzz and different {111}
planes of Cu within the multilayer structure are illus-
trated in Figure 2. Since σxx, σyy, and σzz are all normal
stresses, the Shockley partial dislocations on ABC plane
cannot glide. However, since planes BCD, ABD, and
ACD form an angle of 70.5◦ with plane ABC, the shear
components of σxx, σyy, and σzz will encourage the par-
tial dislocations to glide on them and possibly generate
twins. Consider plane BCD in film 1 as an example, the
shear stress on Shockley partial αD can be calculated as

1.10 GPa, which is much higher than the stress needed
to activate twinning.[47] Therefore, the twins observed
here are deformation twins. In addition, the statistical
grain size effect on the twin density also indicates that the
twins in the NC Cu are mostly deformation twins.[43]
The shear stresses on Shockley partial dislocations Bα

or Cα are 0.55 GPa, which is close to the critical shear
stress. Therefore, for the majority of NC Cu grains in these
multilayer films, the emission and slip of αD partial dis-
locations will be dominant on the BCD planes. For the
same reason, βD partial dislocations will be dominant on
the ACD planes and γD partial dislocations will be dom-
inant on the ABD planes. This indicates that the strain
condition within our films drives the CSTP mechanism
and the MAP mechanism, while suppressing the RAP
mechanism.

Microstructure in the Cu/Ta Film Figure 3(a) shows
the cross-sectional dark field (DF) image of a Cu/Ta/Si
multilayer structure, in which 26 layers of thin Cu films
are separated by 25 much thinner layers of Ta. The Cu
grains inside each layer of the film were constrained by
the thin Ta layers, such that columnar growth of Cu was
interrupted and a majority of near equi-axed NC grains
were obtained. In addition, the grain rotation and grain
boundary sliding in the NC Cu are confined by the Ta
layers, making it difficult for them to rotate along the
thickness direction. Figure 3(b) is the cross-sectional DF
image of another Cu/Ta/Si multilayer structure, in which
50 layers of NC Cu are separated by 49 much thinner lay-
ers of Ta. Based on the TEM observation of the as-grown
Cu/Ta/Si multilayer structures, we found that the major-
ity of the NC Cu grains were equi-axed and the grain
sizes of these NC Cu grains range from ∼10 to ∼80 nm.
The layer thicknesses and grain size ranges for films 1–5
are summarized in Table 1. A typical < 110 > zone-axis
selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) of one Si/Cu/Ta
multilayer heterostructure is shown in Figure 3(c). The
< 110 > zone-axis pattern of Si reveals the single-crystal
nature of the substrate. However, the scattered diffrac-
tion points on the red circle shows that Cu layers are
{111} textured. Ta layers are too thin to show visible
diffraction spots on the SADP. Figure 3(d) is the corre-
sponding HRTEM image showing the structure of Cu/Ta
layers and the interface morphology. The Ta layers appear

Table 1. The layer thicknesses and grain size
ranges for films 1–5.

Film Layer thickness (nm) Grain size range (nm)

#1 6–18 5–20
#2 20–30 18–30
#3 45–49 30–50
#4 62–66 50–68
#5 80–85 60–85
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Figure 3. (a) Cross-sectional DF image of a typical Cu/Ta
multilayer film on Si substrate; (b) cross-sectional DF image
of another Cu/Ta multilayer structure on Si substrate; (c) the
typical < 110 > zone-axis SADP of the Si/Cu/Ta multilayer
heterostructure. Cu layers are {111} textured, while Ta layers
are too thin to show diffraction spots on the SADP. (d) The
typical HRTEM image showing the structure of Cu/Ta layers
and the interface morphology.

darker than Cu layers due to mass contrast, which results
from the higher atomic number of Ta. Ta layers are only a
few monolayers thick, and their crystal structure is highly
defected. The interfaces between Cu and Ta layers are
clean and smooth. As shown, each Cu layer is made
of a monolayer of Cu grains between adjacent Ta lay-
ers. Ta can effectively prevent Cu diffusion, because Cu
and Ta are almost completely immiscible and will not
react to form any compounds according to their phase
diagram.[48]

The reason for the activation of the RAP [23] has
been attributed to the unique deformation behavior of
NC materials, i.e. variation with time of the local shear
stresses.[23] The grain boundary sliding and grain rota-
tion can alter local stress state [49] or change the ori-
entation of the twinned grain, which can promote the
random emission of partial dislocations.[23] In our NC
Cu/Ta films, the Cu–Ta interface restricts the rotation of
the Cu grains, which consequently suppresses the RAP
mechanism.

Twins with Zero-Macrostrain Twins with zero macro-
scopic strain can be identified by the smooth grain
boundary segments at locations where they intersect the
TBs.[23] Figure 4 shows HRTEM images of typical NC
Cu grains containing twins with zero macroscopic strain.
In Figure 4(a), Shockley partials were emitted from the
grain boundary, which glided on successive {111} planes
across the whole grain to the other side of the grain.

Figure 4. Typical NC Cu twinned grains with zero macro-
scopic strains, as manifested by smooth grain boundaries. The
out-of-plane direction is shown by the arrow.

The grain boundary was smooth at the intersection loca-
tions with TBs, indicating a zero macroscopic strain. In
Figure 4(b), the Shockley partials were emitted from the
grain boundary and glided on successive {111} planes
but terminated inside the grain. Despite of some Moire
fringes on the left side of the grain boundary, no shape
change of the grain boundary occurred, indicating again
a zero macroscopic strain associated with the twinning
process. Considering that RAP mechanism [18] has been
suppressed in our films, the zero-macrostrain twins were
more likely to be formed via the CSTP mechanism,
in which groups of three Shockley partial dislocations
with different Burgers vectors cooperatively glide.[35]
Assuming b1, b2, and b3 are the three possible Shockley
partial dislocations in a group, then b1 + b2 + b3 = 0.

Twins with Macrostrain Most twins in our films were
found to generate macroscopic strains, as manifested
by the shape change of grain boundaries. To study
the occurring frequencies of twinning with and with-
out macrostrain, we observed 54 grains containing twins,
among which 24 have smooth grain boundaries and the
other 30 have kink angles on their boundaries. In other
words, macrostrains were generated in ∼56% of the
twinned grains due to the twinning process, which is in
sharp contrast with previous reports in NC materials.[23,
35–39] This result shows that with RAP suppressed,
zero-macrostrain twins cease to dominate in our NC
Cu grains. This indirectly proves that the RAP mecha-
nism played a significant role in producing deformation
twins with zero-macrostrain. The result also means that
the CSTP mechanism accounted for at least 44% of
the deformation twins with zero-macrostain in the cur-
rent experiment, suggesting that CSTP should be also a
major mechanism for producing deformation twins with
zero-macrostrain.

The activation condition of the RAP mechanism is
different from that of the CSTP [35–39] mechanism. The
former requires the dynamic change in stress orientation
so that partials with different Burgers vectors can be acti-
vated randomly from the grain boundaries. In contrast, if
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Figure 5. Typical NC Cu twinned grains with macroscopic
strains, as manifested by shape change (kink angles) on grain
boundaries. The out-of-plane direction for each part of the image
is shown by the arrow.

the local stress remains unidirectional without change in
orientation, the MAPs will be favored to produce macro-
scopic twinning strain, while at the same time the CSTP
mechanism will be also favored to produce twins with
zero-macrosrain, as observed in this experiment. During
the deformation of a conventional bulk NC fcc metal,
some grains may rotate. In other words, both RAP and
CSTP are likely the major mechanisms for producing
deformation twins with zero-macrostrain.

Figure 5 shows typical NC Cu grains in which macro-
scopic strains were generated by twins. In Figure 5(a),
multiple twins are adjacent to each other and a large shear
strain exists at each location where the TB intersects with
the grain boundary. Two kink angles of the shear-strained
grain boundary can be readily measured, where the upper
kink angle is 145◦ ± 2◦ and the lower kink angle is close
to 141◦. In Figure 5(b), there is only one kink angle on
the grain boundary and it is found to be close to 141◦.
Figure 5(c) shows an elongated grain whose width (i.e.
the distance between the left and right sides of the grain)
is about 14 nm. Two twins are adjacent to each other and
the Shockley partial dislocations were emitted from one
side of the grain boundary and glided across the whole
grain to reach the other side of the grain boundary. A grain
boundary kink exists at each location where the TB inter-
sects with the grain boundary. The upper grain boundary
kink angle is 157◦ ± 2◦, and the lower kink angle is close
to 141◦. Figure 5(d) shows a ∼35 nm NC Cu grain in
which one TB intersects with both the top and bottom
sides of the grain boundary, generating a macroscopic
strain. Both the upper and lower kink angles are close to
141◦.

The macrostrain of the grains containing twins can
be generated through two mechanisms:

(1) The MAP,[23] in which twinning partials with the
same Burgers vector are emitted on every slip
plane at the grain boundary to generate a twin
with a large macroscopic strain.[50] For such a
twin, the grain boundary kink angle will be 141◦
if viewed from the < 110 > orientation that per-
pendicular to the Burgers vector of the twinning
partial, and it will be 158◦ if viewed from other
possible < 110 > orientations [50].

(2) The emission of partial dislocations with two dif-
ferent Burgers vectors, in which twinning partials
with two different Burgers vectors are emitted
alternatively at the grain boundary, such that
the net sum of their Burgers vectors is equal to
that of only one partial dislocation, and a twin
with smaller shear strain is generated.[50] The
grain boundary kink angle will be 158◦ if viewed
from the < 110 > orientation that perpendicu-
lar to the net sum of the two Burgers vectors
of the twinning partial dislocations, and it will
be 169◦ if viewed from other possible < 110 >

orientations.[50]

It is also possible to form a twin by the mixture of
the first and second mechanisms.[50] According to the
above rationale, most of the twins in Figure 5 are formed
by the MAP mechanism, while some may be formed by
the second mechanism or a mixture of the two.

In summary, we have carefully designed the Cu/Ta
multilayer structure to obtain a texture and stress state
to promote the MAPs with the same Burgers vector and
the cooperative slip of three partials. The confinement of
grain boundary rotations helps maintain the local stress
condition, such that the RAP is suppressed. The results
indicate that MAP dislocations with the same Burgers
vector dominate twin formation under monotonic stress.
The results also suggest that both the RAP and the CSTP
are significant mechanisms for forming the previously
reported zero-macrostrain twins in NC fcc metals.
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